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Educationi Quiestiomied
".V- - by R. Wilson ' . W
. The, second of two annual --
symposiums at the CoDege of
.. Wooster, funded, by the Morris
family, will be a symposium on
' liberal education held February 4--7
The purpose of this symposium '
has been deemed: "To create
dialogue, : encourage critical '
reflection, and raise crucial
questions about the nature of
education at the . College of
Wooster."
This is the second year that
symposiums have been conducted
at Wooster under grants from the
Morris family ; and the Mellon
foundation. Similar programs this
' year, funded by these two grants
were "Resistance, Revolution, and
Religion," sponsored -- by the
Morris grant; and the "Symposium
on Economic Justice" of the
Mellon foundation. This system of
'symposiums is a, creation of
President Copeland's who was
able " to secure two - grants
exclusively for sponsoring the
college's symposiums. "An
important function of this
particular symposium is not just to
raise
.
questions,", explained., Mr.
George Galster, a member of the
symposium committee, "but to
come up with suggestions that
may be. implemented into the
college's educational program."
In preparation for the February
symposium, panels were held in
dorms during January, to
Talbot Takes Oyer SAB
Position for Next Year
by Louise A. Blum
- This spring will again usher in an
influx of new officers for Wooster's
.
various student organizations.
Among them will be sophomore.
John Talbot, as head of the
Student Activities Board, and
freshman Ned Edwards, as his
assistant chairperson.
.
Already, the "two soon-to-b-e
incumbents have ' wrought
changes in the structure of the
Board. Two new committees have
been added: The Lowry Center
Activities, which deals with events
.. that occur in Lowry Center (such
as game room activities,'
workshops," concerts in the pit,
etc.), and the Crafts Committee.
Other ; changes ' have
.
been a
coalition of the skiing and sailing
factions , into one
.
Outdoor
Activities Committee, and an
attempt to absorb the record co-
op into S-A.- B. and make it more,
Talbot explained, of a "student
facility." ,
.
'; .
Talbot hopes through his
chairmanship to "unify the board"
and "get: committee members
more involved in S-A.B- ." Both
officers emphasized the need for
"dedicated,' enthusiastic people,"
the importance of whom Talbot
expressed in this way: "There's
encourage the community, college
students, and faculty to discuss
their feelings of the educational
experience at Wooster. Subjects
discussed were, "Utopian
-- University,". "Wooster Outside
In," and "Visions Yet to Be," led by
'
students, faculty,' and administr-
ators. Ms. Sandy Kronitis,
organizer of-t- he panels, said,
"About 20-2-5 students attended
- each session and the dialogue was
very - lively. Almost everyone
spoke."- - According to Kronitis,
most of the discussion involved
questioning as to what is going on
outside of Wooster, international,
' political, and cultural affairs, and
finding how we could include them
at the CoDege.
The symposium's comrrritteer
headed by Cindy Jarvis, Associate
Minister of Westminster
Presbyterian Church, began
planning for the liberal education
symposium in the middle of fall
quarter. Six guest speakers,
chosen by the committee, will
guide discussion on various
subjects for the symposium. The
first session, titled, "Where We've
Gone Wrong... A Critique of
liberal Education in Capitalist
America," will be held : Sunday,
February 4, at 8 p.m. in McGaw
ChapeL Its host, will be Mr.
Jonathon Kozol, the Bostonian ,
author of "Death at an Early Age,"
which won the 1968 National Book
Award.
the success or failure of the Board
right there."
In contrasting SAB.'s activity 1
this year with that of his freshman
year, Talbot concluded that Artie
Kropp, as chairman did "a good
job introducing new things and
getting the Board off the ground."
It was Artie, Talbot recalled, who
was responsible for the change in
names from Lowry Center Board
to Student Activities Board, a
move that, according to the next
? cont'd, on pg. 6 1
Monday, February 5, is a full day
of discussion on topics beyond the
classroom. The agenda includes
speaker Mr. David Wee, an
associate professor of English at
St. Olaf. Para-Colleg-e, who will
discuss "New Models for Liberal
Education," at 10 a.m. m Mateer
Auditorium. Following this
session, ten workshops . on
educational issues at the college
will be conducted in dorm lounges
and rooms at Lowry, Kauke, and
Westminster Church House. A
few of the slated topics include:
"Pain Builds Character I.S. and
General Educational Require-
ments," "What is Your Education
Worth?", "Power Within the
Institution: Who Has It?," and
"Being Female at Wooster."
Although each dialogue workshop
will be led by two faculty members
from the College, all students and
faculty are urged to participate.
Later Monday afternoon, Ms.
Mary Briscoe, director of
Women's Studies at the University
of Pittsburgh and author of "Up
Against the Wall, Mother!" will
cont'd, on pg. 5
COMPLAINING ABOUT THE WEATHER? An evening's
snowfall makes for a beautiful winter scene, but last year at this
time a blizzard closed down the College for two days. Photo by
Greg Tonkin.
Sports Spending Equitable?
bv Jim Wilkins
When
...
Congress passed - the
Education Amendments Act of
1972, many individuals involved in
women's athletics believed Title DC
A that act would provide both the
means and the motivation for the
equalization of men's and
women's athletics. Title IX
prohibits sex discrimination in
schools receiving federal aid, and
this discrimination has been
interpreted to extend to spending
on men's and women's athletic
programs.
Yet today, six years after Title
IX became federal law, very little .
has been done to force schools to
comply with Title K and many
schools have not done so of their
own accord. Title FX was expected
to have the greatest impact on
larger universities because of the
huge budgets required to maintain
a "big-time- " football or basketball
program.
Twentieth-centur- y existentialism,
however, has a distinctly
European ancestry, and can be
traced to works of Jaspers,
Nietzsche, Bergson and
Heidegger. A universal appeal for ;
Existentialism developed among
philosophers in Europe between
the two wars. This appeal
manifested itself in a reaction to.
two separate, yet similar,
intellectual occurrences, the rise
of Fascism, and the sense of life
adrift.
: This reaction was most,
pronounced in the works of Jean-Pa- ul
Sartre and Albert Camus.
.--
COO
.
--4
However; because The College
of Wooster receives federal aid,
perhaps most notably in the form
of the National Direct Student
Loan program administered by the
financial aid office, it too must
comply with the provisions of Title
IX.
The major difficulty for
Wooster, as for all colleges and
universities required to adhere to
Title DC regulations, is that it has
never been made clear by the
federal government exactly what
constituted sexual discrimination
in athletic programs and what
changes were necessary to
eliminate all discrimination.
According to a College Press
Service report, it took the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, the federal body
responsible for enforcing Title IX
provisions, three years to
formulate guidelines for
compliance.
Both men came to rise in
European intellectual circles in the
19308, and were active in the anti-Na- zi
resistance movement in
occupied France. They differed on
several points, however, the most
central being the notion of
conciousness.
For Sartre, conciousness was
not to be interpreted as the
beginning and end of all things.
Hence, he cautioned against
lapsing into a "world of
consciousness." Consciousness,
he maintained, is the state in which
man is in direct, immediate touch
with all things. This consciousness
Haden Continues "Shattered Dream"
by Greg Stolcis :
In his talk entitled "The Roots of
Freedom," which traced the
development of twentieth-centur- y
French existentialist thought, Dr.
James Haden of the Philosophy .
Department presented the second
of - "The Shattered Dream"
symposium lectures. -
According to Dr. Haden, the
"Existentialist temper" surfaced as
a- - reaction to - rationalism,
Hegelianism, and other systematic
modes of philosophy. Existen-
tialism manufactures a "reverence
for the individual as an individual,"
which goes back as far as Plato.
Q
O ; .
Even after those guidelines were
established HEW gave schools
three years to comply. The
deadline for compliance was July
of last year and so few schools had
succeeded in, or even tried to,
comply in all respects that in
December HEW issued a new set
of guidelines. According to Dr.
Maria Sexton of Wooster's
athletic department, HEW has
given all schools until February 10
to respond to. these new
guidelines, ask for further
clarification or request changes. "I
don't think HEW will change very
much," Sexton says.
HEW states that by September
all schools will have to prove they "
have eliminated discrimination in
athletics by showing "substantially
equal per capita expenditures" for
male and female athletes in such
"financially measurable areas" as
scholarships, recruitment,
cont'd, on pg. 7
Symposium
allows men to fully emerge into his
true, individualistic self. Thus,
Sartre maintains, "no one is a
victim of circumstance," and man
must strive towards "the passion
that can not be obtained," that of
total consciousness.
" Camus saw conciousness in a
different . light. For him, life was
composed of cycles, the cycle of
the absurd, the cycle of rebellion,
and the cycle of freedom.
It was during his cycle of the
absurd that Camus addressed
himself to the meaningless nesa of
everyday existence, in his essay
cont'd, on pg. 6
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Discrimination Reduced,
Sexism
Though the future of the Equal Rights Amendment is uncertain, and
cases contending sexual quotas have reached the courts, positive steps
'. have been '.taken recently to eliminate .sexual discrimination in this "
country! The result has been a number of victories over what amounts to "
"blatant sexism.." Discriminatory actions in hiring, job conditions, pay,
and admittance to professional schools still occur, but are not nearly as
prevalent as they were only ten years :ago. -- : ' r . ;
Many businesses and other organizations have instituted affirmative
action programs, and the Title DC rule, though ambiguous, does indicate
a willingness of the government to address the problem of discrimination
in the funding of women's athletics at colleger ' . '. .- -
' Attitudes re changing at Wooster toor as -- fM emergence of the
WcMTfarfijsource Center and the work of the women's program house
reveaL Daring the past year, SGA has passed a resolution denouncing
sexism at the. College, and the Women's Studies minor has become a
reafiy: .
...
' ' :
.'
y Yet perhaps the greatest barrier to overcome is; rfpf institutional
.
discraTunatioo, but the "subtle sexism" that certain .'faculty, .
administrators, and students propogate in the classroom, in meetings,
and in informal conversation. Discriminatory attitudes that are difficult
to identify and laughable to the individual responsible may be the
' attitudes most threatening to women.
"''Here are some examples: ; .'
A1 a Trustee meeting, after the Women's Resource Center had made
a presentation, one male Trustee remarked that he hoped the WRC
would bring out "both sides of the issue." (He was insinuating, In other
words, that sexual equality is a debateable proposition.) " ,
Not long ago, the faculty were discussing the possibility of awarding
honorary degrees to two well-know- n dancers who happened to be
married. The talk centered on the merits of "Panov and his wife" (though
she is the more famous performer). - - .
A professor, during a lecture, joked that he'd never seen a woman
who was beautiful and intelligent at the same time.
All these instances, and the ones like them that occur frequently, seem
rather harmless individually. Yet it should be remembered that this is an
educational institution, and those doing the teaching should hot be
passing on sexist attitudes. The responsibility of a college or university is
to open minds, to challenge thoughts, and not to accept unfounded
prejudices.
Laws can be written, and policies can be administered, but unless
people make the effort to re-evalua- te their perceptions of women's (and
men's) roles, real change will never take place. And to change is where
education should be leading us.
D.G.P.
Break-I-n
Dear Editor,
I am writing in. regard to a
statement made in the January 12
issue of the Voice concerning
small house break-ins- . As a
resident of Scot Cottage, I (or for
that .matter, a number of other
residents) was never approached
by the author of that particular
article with any questions about
Still Exists
.
v.
Rumors Corrected
my views concerning the break-in- .
Therefore, I was very unhappy to
find that our views regarding
Campus Security's handling ofour
case were grossly misrepresented,
and I would like to correct that,
error.- -
.
I" feel, that the members of
Campus Security, working
togetherwith" the .tyooster police
force, are making every possible
WOOSTER VOICE
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Letters to the Editor - -
Third World Concerns Aired
Dear Editor,
There is an epidemic sweeping
the Third World countries which,
according to international health
experts, may affect up to 10 million
babies each year. Their concern is
directly related to bottle-feedin- g
by mothers causing malnutrition,
diahrrea, and disease resulting in
brain damage, mental retardation
and death. This sickness has been
labeled "Bottle Baby Disease."
Traditionally, --women have
breast-fe- d their infants and could
provide nourishment from a year
attempt to recover our stolen
property and resolve this case.
However, I realize that, due7 to
Security's limited resources and
the nature of the case, this is a very
complicated process. I will admit.
that I became confused, and later'
frustrated by numerous "word of
mouth" reports on the situation.
In order to resolve this problem,
the members of Campus Security
met with Scot Cottage residents at
the beginning of the quarter and
.
held an information session which
helped to dispel a number of
rumors about the case. So, forme,
the problem was not, as the
reporter stated, a lack of adequate
follow-u- p by Campus Security and
the Wooster "police, but the
absence of reliable channels of
communication, which have since
been established as a result of the
work of the members of Campus
Security. I hope this serves to
clarify the situation.
Beth Sandore
Thanks Extended to SABIrjr
Dear Editor, '
' -Sincere thanks are due Chris
Henley and the other organizers of
the SAB International Film
Festival held here last week. It was
a welcome opportunity for the
college community to see a
number of truly distinguished and
important foreign films.
,
to eighteen months. Even
underfed mothers could provide
adequate nourishment in early
months. The mother's milk is
important because it can provide
immunities against diseases. In
recent years, there has been a
trend away from breast feeding as
more - women are using infant
formula. For example, in Brazil in
1940, 68 of the women nursed
their infants whereas, in 1974 it has
been determined that only 12 of
mothers breast-fe- d their babies.
This trend is documented world--
wide.
Conditions in the Third World
countries make safe, sanitary
bottle-feedin- g impossible. There
are four basic requirements for
safe bottle-feedin- g: CLEAN
WATERto make the formula and .
wash bottles is a necessity. In
'marry areas water must be boiled
before mixing it with the powdered
formula. Lack of fuel is often a
common problem and as a result
the contaminated water is causing
bacterial infections, resulting in
chronic diahrrea. In Chile during
1973, there, were three Jimes as
many deaths among infants who
were bottle-fe- d before they were
three months old than among the
solely breast-fe- d babies. A
research team inspecting feeding
bottles there discovered a
bacterial contamination rate of
80. REFRIGERATION is needed
for pre-mixe- d and unused formula,
so that the milk does not sit out in
high temperatures and encourage
the growth of bacteria. The lack of
refrigeration is common in many
underdeveloped countries.
Another problem is that of THE
ABILITY TO READ. Illiteracy is
widespread in developing nations
and many people cannot read or
enthusiasm with which the films
were received show that there is
serious interest in international
films on this campus. SAB is to be
commended for its program, and
the series should become a regular
event.
Richard Figge
German Department
. understand instructions and
preparation procedures for mixing
the formula properly. The fourth
factor is ECONOMICS. A laborer :
in Pakistan would have to spend
40 of his '
.
daily wages to
adequately feed a child using baby '
formula. As a result, families
throughout the Third World,
facing the highly priced infant
formula, will stretch their supply
and thus feed their babies diluted
milk that leads to malnutrition.
Multinational corporations, who
manufacture the infant formula,
aggressively advertise it in the
Third World where conditions do
not warrant its safe use and where
no more than 10 of the mothers
really need it. Declining birth rates
in the United States and in Europe
have led these companies to look
for new markets and they began
advertising by way of radio,
billboards, "posters in maternity
wards, and also by sending out
"mother craft personnel,"
representatives who dress like
nurses and give out free samples of .
the baby formula.
When mothers begin to use
these free samples and are not
breast-feedin- g their infants, they
are forced to rely on the powdered
substitute because within a week"
their breasts can dry up and lose
the ability to produce milk. World-
wide sales of infant formula
reached the one billion level in
.-1-
977.
The Nestle corporation, .
based in Switzerland, controls
one-thir- d of the infant formula
market, and is the biggest
producer of infant formula in the --
Third World.
In order to learn more about the
situation of"Baby Bottle Disease,"
a documentary entitled Bottle
to be very educational. Following
the thirty minute movie will be a
guest speaker, Ms. Phylis Mucha,
a social activist from Cleveland,
who will lead a discussion. vWe
urge everyone to come and leam ,
more about the problem and. what
we can do to overcome ft.'
' Jeff Dandoy '
Is learning Center
- ' by Martha Oesch
Do "you have a crucial term
paper that needs to be proofread?.
Does organizing a paper leave you
stumped? Take it to the writing lab
in the Learning Center, right?
Right, but . with one catch: the
processor s permission is needed
before the writing consultants can
assist a student with the
organizing writing or proof- -
- reading of a paper. - tionrue
Stevens, director of the Learning
'Center,' explainV why. "A-profess- or
has the right to know
what help a student has received
on a paper."
Most professors are willing to
allow their students to utilize the
center" according to Ms. Stevens.
A student can have the professor
fill out a special form available in
the center, or have him write a
note specifying - the way the
student can and cannot be helped
on a paper. Even a telephone call is
satisfactory, according to Ms.
Stevens. A note or call is essential
because some professors are
adamant about a paper being
solely the student's work and will
refuse a paper or alter the grade if
outside help is used.
Ms. Stevens, who teaches
Comp. 101 and 102, recommends
the center to her students, and
views it as just part of the work
involved in a paper. ,
Often when the student comes
in to the lab, "his paper is written
.Ul iu irc JUOl 1 ICCUO trClfA I1KUUIIJJ
perfect," says Ms. Stevens,
adding, "We try and make it more
than a proofreading session." The
writing lab instructs students in
the basic skills such as sentence
structure, spelling and punctua-tion- ,
as well as how to organize a .
paper and formulate ideas.
writing strengths and weaknesses,
the lab can recommend a number
of self-instructio- nal materials and
programs for the student's use. In
addition to the specialized
programs, resource materials
such as. style- - manuals,
dictionaries, thesauri and writing
handbooks are available. Students
needing help with a paper are
advised to sign up . .for an
s appointment so that time can be
set aside to work with them.
Approximately 30 students use
the learning center each week
4he majority being freshmen. One
reason is that the Learning Center .
used to be part of a credit course.
Thus, many upper classmen don't
realize that it is a service provided
for all students on campus.
Weekly workshops are held
every Tuesday night in the
basement of Babcock." Although
attendance has been scattered,
the center plans to continue
providing different workshops
each' quarter. Upcoming events
for February include "How to
study for mid-term- s" and "How do
professors grade papers". A full
scale evaluation of the center by
faculty and students will be made
for You?
in the spring to help the center
plan. One change will be the hiring
of a part-tim- e graduate student,
next quarter. After a number of
requests from students last
quarter, the center offered
weekend hours on Sunday, but
lack of response quickly cancelled
that effort.
A special attraction at the
center for upper classmen
struggling through IS is consultant
Dana Vandenberg, a 1976
Wooster graduate with a double
major in English and urban
studies. Having . completed five
quarters of IS, she serves as the
resident IS expert, and is available
in the center every Wednesday
afternoon from 1:00 pm until 4:00
pm. Another IS consultant is the
center's administrative intern,
Sandy Kronitis. A 1978 Wooster
graduate, she majored in biology
and is available at the center most
mornings from 9:00 am to 12:00
noon.
Haager, or Doug McGillivray, who
will each be 'host' for one of these
guests.
Lucille Teichert
Participation Stressed
Dear Editor,
The education symposium,
."Between the Lines, - Where
Education Happens..." begins this
Sunday, 8 pm, in McGaw with a
keynote talk by Jonathan Kozol,
author of numerous books (thus
expensive to get him here...) on
alternative education in the U.S.
. and elsewhere. " -- :
, The
.
symposium has been
planned with the emphasis of
-- maximum, student and faculty
participationdialogue in
creatively examining our ideas
about, what "learning" and
"learning at Wooster" mean to us.
The potential for making Wooster
the place (perhaps, but perhaps
not Apart") and ourselves the
persons we. wish "is ours for the
taking. Do we dare? '
Check the schedule of events
we aD received Monday and take
part. If you do others will, ifyou do
not you and Wooster will miss out.
If you are interested in talking
with any of the resource people
contact Donna Buell, Ann
England, John Ferguson, Amy
a native of Barberton, Ohio and
was educated in the parochial
school system there before
attending St. Mary High School in
Akron, Ohio.
In 1962, Sister Carla entered the
Dominican Nun Assigned
Sister Carla Ambrosic, O.P., a
member of the Catholic religious
community known as the Akron
Dominicans was recently assigned
to pastoral duties on a part-tim-e
basis at Wooster College. Sister is
HrhoHlllo lAnn T I niYimiTPUCUUUiv vv umm m. m -
Dear Editor,
The Administrative Computer Services Staff responds to Tracey Dils
article on Arena Scheduling:
PLEASE LOGIN-logi- n
COMMANDopscan, voice, 01-26-- 79
SCANNING -
ERROR IN LINE 8
IMPROPER REFERENCE TO IMPERSONAL
COMPUTER SCHEDULING SYSTEM
TYPE 'HELP FOR EXPLANATION OF ERROR
COMMAND-hel- p
COMPUTER SCHEDULING DOES NOT EXIST '
COMPUTER USED FOR RECORD KEEPING ONLY
ARENA SCHEDULING WILL NOT AFFECT RECORD KEEPING
COMPUTER WILL BE USED AS IN PREVIOUS QUARTERS
IF SYSTEM IS IMPERSONAL, DO NOT BLAME ME
FURTHER DIAGNOSTICS WOULD BE MISLEADING
COMMAND-logou- t
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House Centers on Interaction
by Dan Harkins
Interaction - that's the purpose
of Hesson House and its activities.
According to the residents of the
College's inter-raci-al program
house, this --program began as an
attempt to meet the challenge
given by President Copeland last
year who was concerned iwith the
state' of the ' minority community
and its relationship to
.
other
campus organizations.
The House is composed of
eleven female members, who
began this program, and several
social members who participate in
its activities and decision making.
Through events such as
sponsoring speakers, dances,
picnics, tobogganing, and role
playing with discussions, Hesson
VST a.TO fUnOQlP
Akron Dominican Community,
continuing her studies toward an
education degree at St. John
College, Cleveland. After several
years of teaching in various
elementary schools, Sister
Guidance and Counseling-a- t the
University of IDayton in Dayton,
Ohio.
For the past three years, Sister
Carla has been engaged in special
ministries, within her religious
community where she utilized her
counseling skills on an almost daily
basis. As campus minister here at
Wooster College, Sister explains
"I hope to provide pastoral care to
the students who find themselves
in need of it Although I am here on
a part-tim- e basis, I will earnestly
strive to be as available as possible
to the members of the student
body during that limited time."
"Voices" Cast Selected
The cast has been selected for
Voices, a verse drama by Susan .
Griffin, and is currently preparing
for performances to be presented a
March 1 and 3. This unique and
powerful play is the senior I.S.
project for its director, Bunny '
(A
t A v
AT THE COLLEGE'S LEARNING CENTER, students may
obtain help in writing papers as long as their professors are
aware of the extra assistance. Photo by Amy Sanceita.
attempts to expose members of
the campus community to their
personal feelings and prejudices
aimed towards certain groups
witfi a particular emphasis on
blacks and whites. Although the
program itself does not mandate
campus change ; In'these
interactions, it is hoped that its
activities will give the participants
an opportunity to choose their
desired relationships with others.
'-.-
-.
For this quarter, the house has
had several activities and is
planning more. Recently, Hesson
organized a role playing
experience and a discussion on
prejudices within Holden. The
house members stated that the
event was successful and that
everybody benefited from the
program, it is anticipated tnat
father dormitories, as well, will'
in similar events.
During Black History Week, here
at Wooster, the program house
Chinese Cuisine Offered
by Tracy Dils
Finally, students who are
tired of the' institutional food at
Lowry and Kittredge now have a
new alternative to the fast food
subdivision on BeaO Ave. 1 The
Hong Kong, a restaurant featuring "
Chinese and American cuisine has
recently opened on Liberty Street
' The most refreshing aspect of
the new restaurant is its prices.
The Hong Kong features an ,
extensive menu of Chinese dishes
all priced in the five dollar range.
Their "Dinner for Two" features
won ton soup, three appetizers,
two entrees, hied rice, dessert and
tea for a mere $12.00. Their
McKee. Members of the cast
include Mary Bekfler, Becky
Boyer, Cathy McQueen, Cyndi
Raftus, and Sue Reed
Playwright and poet. Susan
Griffin will be visiting the college in
late March.
will sponsor Dr. Bruce Burke from
Lansing, Michigan, who will center
his discussion around his recently
finished paper "Interpersonal
Relations: Bias and Prejudices".
Another activity scheduled in the
Winter quarter is tobogganing
with BWO and OATs.
Next quarter, the House would
like to coordinate some picnics,
another speaker, and a campus
dance. All of these programs are
held on the premise that by
bringing the Black and White
communities together through
social activities their interaction
can be enhanced.
The members of Hesson House
feel that they have been successful
in this first year, since they have
been able to find their own biases
and have attempted to correct
them. Regular house meetings are
held every Monday at 5:15 p.m. in
the Lowry Center Faculty Lounge.
servings are extremely generous
and I have never left the Hong
Kong hungry. The Chinese
entrees are not exceptional, but
are tasty and any lover of Chinese
food will delight in' the Hong
Kong's, extensive menu that
includes lobster and duck. Hong
Kong also features a carry-ou-t
service. Again, the prices are
reasonable and the preparation
takes a mere ten minutes:
- The Hong Kong used to be a
boxcar before it became "Mim's
Diner" and then was sold to its
present owners. No matter how
they decorate it, it still seems to
look like a boxcar;. It's crowded
and stuffy. Still, the food is worth
braving the interior. .
A student who is looking for a
change of pace and is tired of the
fast food routine would do well at
the Hong Kong. It's a far-cr- y from
Lowry Center and I've even seen
Howard Raber partaking of the
delights of Chinese cuisine. Try it-- and
enjoy.
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--by Diana Lutz JX-- -
To those of you who frequent
Lowry Center and are tired of
looking at Alica Latham's hoBow-cheeke- d
zombies and Tess Feltes
Stuart's inane - dinosaur saga:
Never fear! At last, an art exhibit
worthy of our critical attention has
appeared on the walls of Lowry
Treadwell
- byTraceyDil
It is .'perhaps an unfortunate
situation when a reviewer is faced
with the task of reviewing his or
her favorite play. I always seem
more critical of a play I know well.
"You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown', a delightful rendition of
the Peanuts comic strip, has long
been a personal favorite. It's a
refreshing short musical comedy,
void of ' any - direct social
statements or hidden meanings. In
short, it is just plain good fun.
Dan Treadwell will be
presenting his version of Charlie
Brown this" Wednesday through
Saturday at 8:15 pm in ShooJroy
Theatre. Treadwell confesses that
he himself has never seen the play
staged and this fact, unfortunately,
PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
CTO
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRjCES
ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED
333 EAST LIBERTY
234-234-4
Center's main walkway." -
George Olson, a faculty
member of the Art Department,
and his printrnaking class have
chosen and arranged for display a
selection of prints from the
College's contemporary
.
coDec- -'
tion. In addition, to this group of
prints, the College owns another
.
greatly inhibits Treadweli's.
production. There is an extreme
lack of theatricality in this version.
--Charlie Brown" is a "small"
musical, but TreadweO's direction
has made h a little too small. His
scenes lack action; his musical
numbers lack any semblance of
choreography. There is simply too
much standing around in all the
scenes to move the pace of the
play along effectively. I - was
particularly disappointed by
"Suppertime", a short . musical
number wherein Snoopy sings of
the joys of receiving his supper. In
the versions I had seen, this scene
contains an effective elaborate soft
shoe sequence complete with hat
(supperdish) and cane. ' Tread-well- 's
Snoopy does a short soff
shoe routine, but it is simply too
un theatrical to make much of an
impact. If Treadwell had seen the
play produced elsewhere, perhaps
he would have realized that the
show needs a little hamming-u- p
and over-productio- n to make it
totally effective. - ; -
Flair Travol
Consultants
343 E. BOWMAN ST.
Fof.Yotif
Convenience
Just off tno College
Campus - For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
end Needs
.
-- .
.
CALL
264-650- 5
rv rxW ) ..-- -
EVrxatoc first time doners fth this ad.
i ... ' j ; '- - S- - .
Production
plasmaa!!52nce2:';Vfi':r"::
Open MoctSat 7:30 AW.-- 4 evenmge- -f ,T,W. & Th tffl 00 PM.
372 E. Exchange St Akron Phone 376-687-3 for appoinment
Graces
valuable collection of prints
including the renowned John
Taylor Arms collection. Rarely has
either collection been displayed.
The current exhibit in Lowry
Center, therefore, is not only a
good opportunity to place on view
some of the College's unknown
treasures, but is also a welcome
Found
Despite these "shortcomings,
- Treadwell has cast his
.
play
perfectly-
-
Bunny McKee as Lucy is
almost frighteningly " convincing.
Snoopy, as portrayed by David
Underwood, with the exception of
the Suppertime number, hams ft
up just enough to make his
character delightfully comic and
not overdone. (His barking is
terrific-th- e best Fve heard.) Allan
Gasser is a Charlie Brown
everyone feels sorry for and his
best
.
friend Linus (Bill Todia)
maintains a gullible sophistication
that is both delightful and
convincing. Lucy's love interest,
Schroeder (Bob WoDenberg) is
extremely amusing and . Wollen-ber- g,
more so than any of the
other, characters, seems 'to
have adopted effectively the
mannerisms of someone half his
age. Karen McCartney (Patty) is a
bit too stiff at times, but redeems
herself with a vital and believable
characterization. All in all, the cast
seems to work well and then-vitalit- y
and energy" level
throughout the play greatly affects
its reception by the audience.
TreadweO's set, designed by
Mimi Hedges, consists of four --
simple geometric shapes that are
used " as " everything" from
.
a-
-
by Lisa Vickery
' Last r Sunday afternoon's
Brahms chamber concert opened
with a set of six German folk
songs, the first one appropriately
titled "Sonntag," which means
"Sunday." Soprano Diana Coso,
the guest soloist, was a student of
the late Carl ..Trump while
attending Wooster with the Class
.
of 1975. Ms. Coso has been
preparing for a career, in opera
since - her graduation and has
continued her study of voice in
New York City. Presently she is
under the vocal instruction of
Sherry Zannoth, who is a soprano
with the New York City Opera.
Thomas Critchfield, another
graduate of the class of 75,
returned to Wooster, his home as
well as college town to perform for
this Brahms recital. After studying
for six years with Daniel Winter,'
Mr. Critchfield has continued his
piano study and has been persuing
V
Lowry Gemiter
replacement ' for, -- some of the
questionable ; work
.
presented
earlier this quarter, t . , ,
. At one end of the exhibit (the
end closest to the main doors of-Lowr- y)
are two black and white
line etchings. The one on the left is
the most- - famous of the works
displayed. It was done in the early
t-acki-
ng
doghouse to a front step. Hedges
eye for simplicity makes, the set
extremely - convincing and
original.. The lighting is
exceptional too and through it's
suggestive effects, turns the stage
into everything from a baseball
field to a backyard. Liz Barker's
costumes, again, are effective
without being overdone.
.
-
-- '
; The orchestra, directed by an
-
extremely talented Toni Arnold, is
more than competent. The
orchestra is small-pian- o, bass,
flute and two percussionists, but
Arnold controls the volume of her
musicians perfectly. Arnold's
sound effects are perfectly timed
and extremely effective. The
music of "Charlie Brown' may
sound deceptively simple, but the
orchestra gives it the effective
interpretation it's complexity
deserves.
The final scene of the play ends
a bit too serious for my taste and
the show lacks a grand finale
which would have ended it on a
happier note. Still, "You're A
Good Man, Charlie Brown" is a
delight - and well-wort-h seeing.
Treadwell deserves : credit for
staging a fairly effective
production without possessing
any comparative base. - -
in Chamber Concert
a master's degree in performance
and musicology at the University
of Pittsburgh. He also holds a part-tim- e
faculty member position at
the same university. --
r The first number played by the
pianist was Brahms' Intermezzo,
Op. 118, No. 2. The Intermezzo,
which is a later work, written in
1893, is a short melodic piece of
moderate tempo and was played
with the light fingered touch for
which it calls. ''--
Directly in contrast to the
relaxing Intermezzo was the
second piano piece. Variations on
a theme by Paganini Op. 35. This :
work is a series of 25 sketches and
elaborations on a famous melody
by Nkxoto Paganini (1782-1840- ),
who is still considered by many to
be the greatest violinist ever. .
Inspired by this theme that was
originally composed for
unaccompanied violin, . Brahms
expounded to include trans--
ABORTION
Up Thru 14 Weeks :
Safe and Gentle .i
Akron's Most Experienced -
Clinic
Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential
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51.TW. Market St.
C:all CoIIect-0-535-617- 8
.: twentieth century by the German
expressionist, Kathe- - KoUwitz, a
; woman artist interested in the
- plight of the lower classes. The
:;. technique and treatment . are
superb; the dark, rough areas in '
' the dense lower portion of the --
print contrasts beautifully with the
: soft, delicate ,treatment above. --
The print is not signed, yet, we are
. assured of its authenticity by the
quality of the particular print. -
Continuing along the walkway,
there is a grouping of three prints
another panel down. These prints,
which are , actually leaves of a
book, are by a woman artist, Birgit
Skiold, working in London. The
central images of each print are
'monochrome v photo etchings
surrounded by embossed areas of
organic .finear patterns. These
: recent prints are illustrations for
the work of a British poet, Kirkup.
The next white display panel,
contains two prints, the one on the
left being of special interest
because it is the only lithograph
shown. It is entitled "Escape from
Richmond" by Martin Garhart,
done in 1975. The draftsmanship is
"
remarkable, as is the use of the
various textures and "negative"
areas in the background. The
images are dream-lik- e as they float --
in a nightmare through space. "
"Alchemic Pit" by Jack
Coughlin is the next print in line. It
" is perhaps the most intricate and
- intriguing in its draftsmanship and
composition. Images and forms
overlap, intertwine, grow out of
and become lost in one another.
Studying it for a length of time will .
continually reveal new perspec-
tives and imagery. - ,
The two black , and white
. cont'd, on pg. 6
formed keys, drastic tempo, time
signiture and dynamic r level
changes, ...dissonances along, of
course, with modified melodic and
harmonic lines. The theme b
frequently lost among the
embellishments and abstracted
rhythms. - "--
Although it seems Brahms must
have exhausted all of the possible:
variations on that theme with the
syncopated, romantic and furious
moods he created, but 70 years
later he provided inspiration for
Rachmaninoff to expand and
reshape the melody into his
Rhapsody on a Theme - of'
Paganini ;
Mr. Critchfield did an excellent
job on this highly technical,
demanding and exciting concert ! :
piece. ',. : .- -
Ms. Coso offered another set of
German folk songs to dose the
program, probably without her
being aware that she was not-singin- g
alone. Along with the
accompaniment of Daniel Winter,
a cardinal and a few other birds
-- attracted by her voice chirped
along ' outside " of . the window 7
behind her. , -' .' : -
Join the members and friends of
the music department this coming
Sunday, February 4 at 3 p.m. for a
student-facult- y Brahms --recital
- featuring piano, clarinet and voice.
Grace's Wine I
243 W. iNorth Street
2S2-SC- C3 (
New Visitsitioini 'Proposal Up for,App
. : My Susie Estill
The issue of 24-ho- ur visitation
" has been one of interest on the
Wooster1' campus ; since .. 1971.
Campus interest came to a peak
on this issue last May when the
VisitationEducation Committee
of. S.G.A. submitted a Campus .
Counc3 approved proposal for 24---
hour visitation, to President
Copeland who vetoed the plan.
Early this fell, the VisitationEdu-
cation Committee informed the
Board of Trustees of the college
that it was going to withdraw its
proposal before their vote would
be taken, because 'flaws' had been --
found in the proposed system.'
'
1 The Committee felt mat 24-ho- ur
visitation was an issue which
affects both social and academic
areas of college life, and because
the 1978 proposal addressed only .
the option and the implementation
of a system without a discussion of
the broader aspects, the proposal
was incomplete. Also realizing that
the May 78 proposal - in its
submitted form would not become
Copeland Holds to Initial Decision
by Doug Pinkham V
President Copeland--' has
rejected an appeal
.
by the
members of Sixth Section to
reverse a Decision oi tne Judicial
Board a decision which found :
the organization guilty of violating
portions of the Code of Conduct
r that pertain to alcohol abuse.
vter a party took place m the
Sixth Section Lounge last fall, the
section was ordered to appear
before the Board for a hearing on --
November 14. The following day.
Jim Bregman, acting Chairperson
of the Judicial Board, announced
to Sixth Section President Brad
Munn that the group had been
- found guilty on two counts.
According to the official decision, --
trie section had not provided non-
alcoholic beverages and food at
their function, and had violated
Tne spirit ot tne ooe ot (Jonduct.
specifically the Preamble with-empha- sis
placed on the excessive
use of alcohol." - . "
Stating that Sixth Section
"needs to devise ways of relating
...
one member to another in a non-alcoh- ol
manner and environ- -
ment," the Board ruled that the"
organization 'would not be
permitted ta have - or serve --- -
alcoholic beverages at a Sixth
Section - function during the
current Winter Quarter.
In early - January, Munn
appealed the . decision to,
Copeland, calling the Board's --
procedure in judging the case "less
than official. Munn wrote, "The ,-ma- nner
in which the Judicial
Board is presently conducting
itself is approaching a "parental'
role, and we, as a -- fraternity,,
question whether this attitude is
conducive to our personal,.,
academic, and --social growth." He --
also protested the use of a "Know
Your Limit" chart to determine the
average blood alcohol content of .;
the men at the parhi and pointed
THE
; Wooster policy, the Visitation
Committee decided to attempt to
propose a manageable system as
they had been commissioned to do '
by theS.CA. -
To meet this responsibility, the
VisitationEducation. Committee,
now co-chair- ed by Greg Hook and
Deb Buettner, worked during the
faD quarter on writing a new 24---
hour visitation proposal lor .1979.
Hook feels that more work has
already gone towards a . 1979
proposal than had gone into last
year's proposal. The rough draft of
this .new proposal, just recently
completed, was made available to
' students, faculty, and administra-
tion and is now on closed reserve
in the library. A discussion of the
rough draft was then held in Lowry
Pit, on Thursday, Jan. 25. The'
rationale behind this approach is
to get the entire .College
community involved in the issue of
24-ho- ur visitation . an issue
which has been supported , by
students," RA's, . dorm direc-
tors, and also by many of the
faculty and administration.
.
out an error made in calculating
the figures.
' "It seems to us that in judicial
process cases are decided on fact,
not .contrived circumstantial
evidence,' Munn stated in the
appeal. ' r ;
On January 22, Copeland re-
affirmed the Board's findings, and
wrote that his examination of the
case "indicates that the Board's
concern was with an event which
had as a central part of its format
the rapid consumption of alcohol,
and its decision that alcohol was
The new rough draft addresses
not only
.
the broader, issues
surrounding - 24-ho- ur visitation,
but also President Copeland's
three points of objection to the
1978 plan: 1) reduced housing
choices under a two-optio- n
system; 2) security problems; and
Inter-Clu-b Council Announces Approval
Of Women Members in Crandall House
Freshmen and transfer women
who are interested in pledging a
dub this winter now have four
clubs from which to choose. At the
beginning of this quarter, the
women of Crandell House
formally chartered ' themselves
with the Inter-Clu- b Council. The
women, who . number close to
twenty, are associate members of.
Crandell Lodge, a men's
fraternity. They plan to share att
rush and pledging activities with
the men, as weU as keeping the
same Greek letters and section
constitution. The women wiO also
take an ; active role in the
leadership of the group, positions
Dene Orlowsky: 201-227-68- 00TARTY
A Im thw ColHw Htlto S H O P i
SymposiumConcentrates
on Educational Process
- cont'd, from pg. 1
make a Lowry pit stop concerning
"Liberal Education from a
Feminist Perspective." Then, at 7
p.m. in Mateer, a professor from
the University of Chicago, Mr.
James Redfield, will talk on The
Old Models Reexamined." This
session will concern previous
methods of the educational
process.
.
Tuesday, February 6 is within
the classroom discussion. During
Tuesday class periods, professors
will be encouraged to replace their
regular lectures with continued
abused seems firmly based in the
evidence presented at-th- e
Hearing." He added that "thepenalty grew out of., a
consideration the Board believed
would be a constructive course of
action for Sixth Section."
After the appeal had been
turned down, Munn said; 1 know
Dwight Moore and the rest of the
administration are concerned with
what- - is responsible drinking. But
we felt that since no bad
consequences resulted (from the
party), what we did was not
irresponsible."
' which were previously unavailable
to them. Marty Ross is the newly-electe- d
co-preside- nt; she shares
the office with Steve Ranson. Keb
Bowser and Julie LaFrance are the
other two representatives in ICC.
The Inter-Clu- b Council is
excited about the addition of
Crandell to its ranks and believes
that the increased diversity offered
by a fourth club is long overdue at
Wooster. Crandell and the other
clubs wiU be issuing formal
invitations to their rushes during
the next several weeks, and
encourage aO freshmen and
transfer women to take advantage
of the opportunity to explore the
club system.
BECOME A COLLEGE CAMPUS DEALER
- Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest
prices. High profits; NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED.
For details, contact, FAD Components, Inc.
65 Passaic Ave., P.O. Box 689, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
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'3J the possible infringements of
students' right to privacy. A new
plan of implementation is also a
part of the rough draft, which
involves a three-yea- r period
(beginning next year) if the
proposal is passed as written;
Hook, however, stressed the fact
talk on Wooster 's educational
program. All of the guest speakers
will be available - for class
discussions. "The faculty will only
be aware of student interest if
students encourage these
sessions," remarked Galster. At a
4 p.m. Lowry pit stop, Mr. Giles
Hopkins, as a graduate of
Wooster, will share his ideas of
"Reflections ona Wooster
Education." To finish the day's
sessions, Mr. Paul Nash, a futurist
in education from Boston
University, will speak on "Where
We Need to Go - Humanizing
, Education for,
.
the Future," in
Mateer at 7 p.m. , .
The last of the symposium's
sections, to be held at 10 a.m.
Wednesday, February 7, in
McGaw, is termed, "Between the
Lines... Where Education
Happens." Many participants of
the preceding sessions will guide
this group discussion.
"Much of the frustration of both
students and faculty that has been
aired is a product of lack of student
faculty communication and lack of
, consensus about the goals of our
; institution," expressed Galster. "I
think this symposium offers
excellent opportunities for
cheating such communication and
formulating and expressing these
goals."
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that this new document available
in the library is only a rough draft,
and changes are being considered
by the Committee.
These changes may come either
from inside the Visitation
Committee itself, or they may be a
result of input from the Dean's
Staff, which has been asked to
review the rough draft. The Deans
may support the draft as written,
comment on the draft while
highlighting strengths and
proposing changes, or they may
ignore the draft and submit their
own version of a proposal for a 24-ho- ur
visitation option. '
On Wednesday, Jan. 31, the
Dean's Staff met, and one of the
topics of discussion was the rough
draft of the Visitation Committee's
proposal. Hook is hopeful that he
will receive the Dean's Staffs
comments soon after his meeting,
so that a final draft of the 1979 24-Ho- ur
Visitation Proposal can be
written and submitted, to S.G.A.
and Campus Council for approval
earjy in February. If approved by
these bodies, the new proposal will
again go to President Copeland
who may sign it or -- veto the
measure. If signed by Copeland, it
will become Wooster s policy
unless vetoed by the Board of
Trustees. If vetoed by Copeland,
the 1979 proposal will be finished,
and the issue of 24-ho- ur visitation
will be in limbo for yet another
year.
The VisitationEducation
Committee urges the College
Community to support their
efforts in attempting to construct
an acceptable and manageable plan
for 24-ho- ur visitation. This can be
done by reading the rough draft in
the library, reading the upcoming
final form of the 79 Proposal, and
following their steps to receive
approval of the new proposal.
Piko'o Pes!:
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SOPHOMORE JOHN TALBOT wiH take over the duties as
Chairperson of SAB in Spring Quarter. Photo by Amy Sancetta.
SAB Chairman Selected
cont'd, from pg. 1
chairman, succeeded in giving the
students more responsibilities and
bringing "the board together as a
whole." Artie's opinion of the two
new chairpeople is equally
favorable. He feels that they will
"reach not only the people that
take advantages of the programs,
but also those who don't." Out of
the twelve students that applied
for the positions of chairperson
and assistant chairperson, Artie
said of Talbot and Edwards, "They
were the best.I"
Reflecting upon the purpose
that S.AB. seeks to serve, Talbot
outlined the three major student
organizations S.A.B., S.G.A.,
and Campus Council and
concluded that "it is important for
us as SAB-.t- o work with these, to
FREE ADMISSION
RED
ONRT.30
work with the student body and
for their needs." His 'goal for
S.A.B. - is for its members to
converge, "working as one for the
student body." s
The duties of the S.A.B.
chairman are numerous. Included
among them are attending, all the
committee meetings, which meet
once a week, participating in the
weekly' S.G.A. cabinet meetings,
working with the Dean's office and
the faculty, as well as, in the words
of the impending chairperson, "a
million other little things that have
to be done." "
--
" Talbot views his position as
being a" "representative"for the
student body. Edwards added:
"We're resource people for
committees and their chairmen."
by Alkis Papademetriou
ITALY ,
Italian Communists announce
they are withdrawing their support
from the Christian Democratic
government of Premier Giulio
AndreottL --- - '
.
- Nobody knows whether - the
crisis will lead to the dissolution
of parliament and anticipated
general elections or whether
Andreotti or another Christian
. Democrat, will be able to form a
reshuffled new - government .
without new elections.
IRAN
Troops
.
continue to shoot
Exhibit Merits Attention
cont'd, from pg. 4"
woodcut prints on the next panel
are interesting both in comparison
and individually. The one on the'
right is done by Cyril Satorsky in
1967 and is entitled . "Nothing
Surprises Rabbi Itzig In
technique it is a traditional
woodcut, but the two-dimension- al
organic forms are luscious in their
interrelation and movement. On
the left is a contemporary
Japanese woodcut done by K.
Sasajina. It is unique in that h
combines the woodcut technique
with a sort of embossed quality
created - by applying greater
pressure to the block forcing the
paper to pick, up the carved
impressions of the block.
Two more panels down is June
Berry's interpretation . of ,the ;
English countryside entitled "Early --
One
-
Morning". The monkey
puzzle tree in the foreground, the --
cow in the middle ground; and the
T" i
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!
demonstrators defying a renewed
ban on public assembly in Teheran
in a signal to Ayotullah Khomeini
that the government and armed
forces mean business.
For the" first time the
demonstrators shouted "Death to
Bakhtiar." Anti-Americ- an slogans,
which had disappeared largely
since Shah1-- Mohammed Reza
Pahlavi left the country 20" days
ago, suddenly reappeared: "Death
to Carter" and "Death to Bakhtiar,
the American dog," the protesters
said. ' s ' ' ,
Sooner or later Khomeini is
going to return from his 15 years of
clouds and characteristic English
elms entwined with ivy in the
background create alternate areas
of interest and represent different
treatments of the medium. Each
imprinted area has been achieved
with a separate plate.
The very last print in the display
is fascinating in its use of rich areas
of color combined with
complicated networks .of heavy
and fine line creating sharp
definition of space. Though the
treatment and design are intricate,'
the print emotes a very primitive
feeling almost like ancient cave
drawings. It is entitled "Night
Voyage" by Inez Johnston. --
Although only several of the
prints on ' display have --. been
mentioned here, they are all worth
- careful consideration. .Now as you
walk down Lowry's main corridor,'
you no longer have to shut your
eyes or turn the other way in
' embarrassment. There now hangs
a display -- complimentary to our
aesthetic sensibilities. ' ' r i
CPPS Opportunities
Senior Men and Women: The
City of New York Urban Fellows
Program applications are in CPPS.
The Urban Fellows Program is an
opportunity for twenty outstand-
ing men and women to "integrate
academic theory with its cultural
practice while taking an active role
in New York City government".
The Fellows' placements are one
year experiences in a variety of
areas such as law, urban planning,
social services implementation,
health administration and others.
More information is available in
CCPS - stop in.
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
voiced
' exile and press for turning Iran'"
from a monarchy into an Islamic,
republic. .- - -.--- -.
GREENLAND : :
Greenland is a large island with
few people, far from the Danish
Parliament that has governed it for -- .
166 years. Last week, with ballots
delivered to isolated hamlets by --
dog sled and helicopter, the 50,000
Greenlanders voted for home rule.
NICARAGUA ; v
Nicaraguan national guardsmen
fired on a crowd of several
hundred demonstrators last week.
The demonstrators had taken part
.
in a march and rally marking the
first anniversary of the"
assassination of President
Somoza's archenemy, newspaper
publisher . Pedro Joaquin .
Chamorro. --
. Meanwhile Somoza again
rejected a proposal for a plebicite
to determine whether, the
President quits or serves out the
rest of his term as a means to settle
the year-lon- g crisis in the Central --
American country.
Somoza blamed the violence on ;
an international conspiracy
against Nicaragua by Costa Rica,
Panama, -- Colombia, Venezuela
x and Jamaica, countries which he
accuses of aiding the 'guerrillas.
'
.
French Existentialism
Examined by Haden
cont'd, from pg.' 1 '
The Myth ofSysiphus, in which he
pondered the notion of suicide.
,
For Camus, the absurd was the .
distance from man's mind to his
rational state, and then to the
subsequent irrationality of life. :
The post-Worl- d War H years u
saw Camus enter ' the cycle of .
rebellion, as he published his
philosophical novels The Plague in ;
1947, and The Rebel in 1951. It was
during this time that Camus and
Sartre broke over communism.
Both men envisioned, a better
world for man in the aftermath of
the Second World War. Sartre-attempte- d
to find this through the
active role he played within the --
French Communist Party, while
Camus remained detached and
removed in his rationalism.
'"The Shattered Dream"
symposium is sponsored by the
French and History Departments.
It features a variety of speakers
and topics. Next week President
Copeland will speak on the role of
.
the French Resistance.
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Title IX Forcing Changes in Athletics
cont'd, from pg. 1.
equipment, travel and publicity. '
Wooster has not had the gross
discrepancy in spending between
their men's and women's
programs that some schools have
had and thus Title IX has not and
will not force a drastic shift in
emphasis or expenditures at
Wooster. Yet Wooster has had to
make some changes and will
probably have to do so in the
future in order to comply with
some of the finer points of the Title
IX guidelines.
"Title DC forced us to re-evalua- te .
where we were," men's Athletic
Director Al Van Wie says. "For
example, when Afmington
Physical Education Center was
built we had two training rooms.
The College spent a considerable
sum of money two summers ago
so both men and women would
have one training room."
"We've been changing things all
along the way," Sexton says.
"We've been one step ahead of
them and the training room is a
good example."
Title - DC does not require
absolutely equal spending for
men's and women's sports if the
difference in spending is
accounted .for by "nond-
iscriminatory factors such as the
costs of a particular sport." Thus,
football has always received the
largest share of Wooster's sports
budget and will continue to even
Kenyon Lords Dunk Wooster
by Brenda Luger
A capacity crowd and an
excellent beginning could not help
the Wooster Swimmers as they
lost to Kenyon last Friday 69-4- 4.
But the Scots came back on
Saturday to defeat Ohio Wesley an
by a deceptively close score of 56-5- 1.
--
.
.
.
The Kenyon meet went the way
Coach Bryan Bateman expected.
"It was their depth that killed us.
We swam an excellent meet but
they were just stronger,"
explained Bateman. -
The Scots are' generally happy
with their performance; especially
with the fact that they were
successful in winning both relays.
The four man races are the most
important events of ihe meet and
both resulted in major defeats for
Kenyon..
The, first half of the meet went
weU for Wooster as freshman Jim
Lutz broke the difficult 0:23 barrier
to win the 50 freestyle in a quick
22.8.
Probably the most outstanding'
swim of the meet came from Ail-Americ- an
Stan McDonald.
Swimming his speciality, the 200
butterfly, McDonald grabbed the
first in a national qualifying time,' .
and in the process also set a new
pool record. McDonald swam
excellent races as part of both --
Wooster relay teams as well.
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" with full enforcement of Title DC
because football unavoidably
' requires more money. ..-- -
In determining annual budgets
for
.
each of Wooster's sports,
coaches submit tentative budgets
to the athletic directors based on
the anticipated cost of equipment,
travel, and entry fees. The athletic
directors prune the budgets and
' submit a proposal to Vice
President for Academic Affairs
William Baird, who has the final
say on sports budgets. "All the fat
in the physical education budget
went out ten years ago," Van Wie
asserts.
Complicating efforts to achieve
equal spending for men's and
women's sports is the fact that
funds received from sources other
than the general fund of the
College must --
.
be computed.
Sexton cites the Downtown
Rebounders' contribution to the
men's basketball program and the
Women's ""Athletic Association
revenues from food concessions
that are used to support women's
intramurals and club teams.
"HEW guidelines apply to
intramaural and club sports as well
as to intercollegiate sports,"
Sexton says.
The W.A.A. must fund women's
intramurals and club sports, which
have included track and soft ball.
v Softball has achieved varsity
status but gymnastics is being
added as a new club sport. "The
W.A.A. gets no money from the
"Kenyon's 100 freestyle was the
turning point of the meet," stated
Bateman. To swim as well as Jim
(Lutz) did and still only take third
,
was a mental letdown for the entire
Scots Overwhelm OWU, 108-8- 1
by Jim WQkins
The Scot basketball team
maintained Tsole
.
possession of
second . place in the Ohio
Conference with a 108-8- 1 win over
Ohio Wesleyan last Saturday in
Delaware, Ohio.
Wooster boasts a 6-- 1
conference ' record and a 14-- 4
overall mark and trails Wittenberg
and Baldwin-Wallac- e who are still
perfect in conference play at 7-- 0.
The Scots were paced by senior .
Fred Baker's 22 points, which,
combined with his 26 point scoring
burst in the 82-6- 5 win over
Heidelberg, made him the Ohio
Conference Player of the Week.
Wooster and Ohio Wesleyan
went into the game as the first and
second ranked offensive teams in
the OAC and despite scoring 108
points it .was Wooster's defense
that made the difference.
"We scored 26 points off Ohio
Wesleyan turnovers," coach Al
Van Wie noted. "Our defense gave
us the margin of victory. We didn't
have a great defensive effort, but
Newspapers
Smoke Shop
college; men's intramurals do," '
Sexton says.. Sexton says the
.
WAA. has had "plenty of
opportunities to earn money
through concessions," but that the
department "must, get squared
around on total money spent on
each sport,"
Publicity is another area in
which Sexton sees a need for
improvement. "Something could
be strongly encouraged about
coverage by the Daily Record,"
Sexton says. "We could get more
than we do." Though the College
has no control over how the Daily
Record deals with sports releases
sent it by the College's Office of
News Services, there are other
ways in which College-funde- d
- publicity of athletic teams seems
to favor men's teams.
For example, the College radio
station, WCWS, broadcasts Scot
football and basketball games on a
regular basis, but does not do the
same for any of the women's
sports teams, such as women's
basketball.
Wooster's difficulties in
achieving compliance with HEW.,
guidelines are minor when
compared to the difficulties being
encountered elsewhere. Still, the
rproblems are indicative of the
challenges HEW faces in
attempting to eradicate
discrimination against women in a
society which until recently has "
not encouraged or, in some cases,
permitted women's involvement in
team." Lutz turned in his best time
of the season in that race, and
broke another difficult time barrier
with a 49.9. But, he was compering
cont'd, on pg. 8
our aggressiveness forced
turnovers and we capitalized on
them."
"The average point spread is the
most important defensive statistic,
not the number of points given
up," Van Wie said.
The statistics bear out Van
Wie's argument. Wooster is fifth
best in the league in points allowed
per game (70.0), but their average
scoring margin is 12.8, tops in the
league. Meanwhile, Muskingum is
first in points allowed per game
(57.1) yet 4hey have just a 4--3
conference record.
"Ohio Wesleyan had good
talent, but they just weren't tough
enough on defense," Van Wie
said.
Wesleyan's porous defense
enabled Wooster to shoot 57 in
the first half on the way to a 54-3- 2
halftime lead. The hefty lead
enabled Van Wie to use his entire
February 2, 1979 -
athletics.
As the old adage goes, "Money
talks," and Congress and HEW
are counting on forced
equalization of expenditures on
women's and men's sports to
achieve equal opportunities where
old " biases against women's
athletics might otherwise prevent
such equality.
"Credit should be given where
credit is due," . Van Wie says.
nf-- Cv X- - r --.
:i. , Sf .
FRESHMAN GIB TECCA looks for an open shot against
OWL). The Scots host Denison tomorrow. Photo by Aim
Sancetta.
bench in the second half.
"Our depth and the willingness
to use it separates us from many of
the other teams in the OAC," Van
Wie said.
Freshman John Maiden, who
hails from Delaware, -- was
especially gladtpget some extra
playing time and he responded by
pulling down nine rebounds and
scoring 11 points.
Jim Burns added 16 points and
Dick Alt man had 11 points and 10
rebounds.
Tomorrow night the Scots host
hapless Denison, which is 0-- 7 in
the conference and 0-1-4 overall.
They are at present working on a ;
22 --game losing streak.
At halftime the parents of the
Scot basketball players will be
honored. "The parents are really
supportive and are an important
part of our program," Van Wie
said.
ADVERTISEMENT
LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
I wit give no deady madam to anyone ifasked, nor suggest audi counsel, and in ike
manner, I wal not give a woman a pessary to produce abortion.
Oath of hCppocrot
ABORTION FACTS
"H wa repulsive to watch Bve fetuses being packed in ice whie ttH moving and trying
to breathe, then being rushed to a laboratory." Upon her request to be excused from
' hefping with such abortions, she was threatened with "being fired, harassment, ".
mtirnidahbn, restriction in assigned duties," and finally quit her job.
Testimony. Mrs. W. Pick, anaeathtmt
Pmnsyluania Abortion Convnuion
'
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX 835, WOOSTER, OHIO
264-528- 9
or caJI
EMPAC Easaresncy Pregnancy Aid 1-419-5- 2-1372 MANSFIELD
FREE Pregnancy Hottinc l-aOO-34- 4-7211 -- .
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"Wooster had a good women's
program long before Title DC came
along." Dr. Sexton, who has been
involved in Wooster athletics for
26 years, believes the attitude at
Wooster will make -- it easier to
make further progress. "The
women have been treated very
well," she said. "One thing we
notice is the way male --athletes
support our women's athletics. It's
encouraging.
, '"yQ
DINO'S
DRIVE-THR- U
Pizza
Beer -- Wine
Champagne
11:001011:00
phoiw: 262-044- 4
nitftt t ttt. toot of smii.
WORLD-VID- Z i
f TRAVEL
I
I SERVICE
TAKES YOU
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Page: Leads Scottie Gagers Over Ndirtllieirini
"by Deb Berg "
- The Wooster Scottie round-baller-s
spGt a pair of games last
--weekend - to ' raise their ; season
record to 3-- 2.
Friday evening the Scotties
pbyed the role of gracious host a
bit too well, losing to Mount St
Joseph, 67-7- 8. .
Wooster began the gameunable
to do anything - right. Mount
capitalized on Scottie errors,
building up a 45-2- 3 lead at halftime.
The Scotties began the second
half with much more intensity,
outscoring the Mounties 44-3- 2.
The charge was led by Rose
Mickley who came off the bench to
toss In all of her 13 points in the
second period. -
Unfortunately though,
.Wooster played a strong,
harassing style of defense; they
could not cool off the Mountie
shooters who canned 61 of their
shots from the floor. '
Julie Bermann of Mount led all
scorers with 24 while Wooster's
Laura Page had Scottie highs of 22
points and 7 rebounds.' ''
; Wooster carried -- over their;
second : half momentum to
Saturday when they turned back
the Ohio Northern Polar Bears (6-3-)
by a 65-5- 3 margin at Timken
Gymnasium. - T .,
The Scotties led from the start,
gaining a 22-1- 2 advantage at the
7:57 mark. Noticeably quicker and
3
THE SCOT MATMEN will be trying to end their six-mat- ch losing streak tomorrow when they
take on Mt. Union and Malone. Photo by Amy Sancetta.
Williams Leads Grapplers I
by Hank Sperry
Let's just lay it on the Brie: the
Wooster wrestling team had
another dismal weekend. Before a
home crowd last Friday evening,
the Scots were hammered by the
Muskingum Muskies, 40--6. Then,
on Saturday, the Scots took their
act down to Delaware to face Ohio
Wesleyan and suffered a 40-1- 8
setback. .
Friday
- night's meet against
Muskingum was a catastrophe.,
The only victory by a Wooster
matman was Mike Williams' pin of
Alan Logan in the 190-poun- d
division.
In Saturday's meet against Ohio
Wesleyan, 134-pound- er Curtis
Lloyd put the Scots ahead briefly
with a pin over his opponent,
Steve Squires. But a series of
setbacks in the succeeding
matches sealed Wooster's fate.
Shop: Man', thru Than, and Saturday 9:30 to &30.
FRIDAY EVENINGS Until 9:0O p.m.
Shop ANNATS
Department Store
Serving Wooster
and Wayne County
Since 1 879
r Four Floors of
Men's, Women's and Children's
" Apparel and Home Furnishings
Good ItevhandlM Our Business And Pleasure Since 1879
Public Square, Wooster, Ohio
The string was broken when the
promising " freshman . Williams
pinned down his 190-poun- d
adversary; Dave Armbrust.
The Scots, winless now in six
meets, will attempt to salvage the
rest of the season starting
tomorrow when they visit Canton
to face Malone College and Mt.
Union in a tri-me- et. Mt. Union,
incidently, previously defeated the
Scots in a tri-me- et held January
13. ' ,;
Scot track team opened the
indoor season Friday night with"
several fine performances at an
unscored six-tea- m meet - at
Otterbein College.
"Overall I was pleased with our
showing," coach Jim Bean said.
"Several;, freshmen ran' well
enough to prove they're really
m Better condition, tne scotties
battered the taller ONU squad on
the boards but were unable to
break open the game. The two
teams virtually traded baskets, the :
half ending with Wooster on top,
36-2- 7. ' --r
Within the first 1:30 of the
second half the Scotties surged to
a 40-2- 7 point lead. Quickly,
however,, the tenacious - Polar
Bears swung the momentum their
, way and closed the gap to 48-4- 6
with 5:21 left on the dock. The
Scotties were able to keep then-pois- e
and behind a string of foul
shots by Page and two steals by
Mickley, stretched the lead to the
65-5- 3 final margin.,-- ,
-
'
. Senior Laura Page experienced
one of the best games of her
intercollegiate career. Tying the
Scottie single game scoring record
tords
,
, cont'd, from pg. 7
of 31 points (which she had set as a
freshman). Page also set a new
Wooster mark with 24 rebounds.
: To top it all off, she was credited
with 4 steals and 3 assists. All of
this overshadowed the fine play of
Ann Cleary who had a personal
season high of 16 points for the
Scottie cause. . ; -- '
Wooster coach Nan Nichols
had much to be pleased with. She
tabbed shooting and rebounding
as the keys to the Scottie win.
Wooster . shot : well as a team,
hitting 45. from the floor as
compared to ONUs 30. The
Scotties surprisingly were able to
dominate the boards, pulling down
45-
- . caroms to ' Northern's 28.
Finally, Nichols praised her squad
for having the pride to come back .
off of the disappointing loss to
Mount St. Joseph the previous.
day.--
. .
Eds
against the Lords' national champ
Tim Glasser who won the race in a
national qualifying time. '. r
The - Scots could not gam
momentum --again until 'the last
relay, but Kenyon's coach Jim
Stein obviously remained worried
throughout the meet. It was the
first time in recent history , that
Stein placed all his men in their
speciality events, because
Wooster is too strong this year to
contend with, using anything less
than Kenyon's best.
v The Lords surprised Wooster
when they - came to the dual
tapered. "The Lords were fully
rested for the weekend, as they
had another meet on Saturday
against John" Hopkins." The
Maryland team is the top team in
tne Division HI nationals, but they
'could only take Kenyon by 15
'-
-
'points.
Saturday for the Scots was also
busy as they met up with Ohio
Wesleyan. Coach Bateman felt
that his men were "tired and they
had a kind of post-me- et mental,
letdown," so they did not swim
quite up to par, even though they
were victorious.'
Even minus the psych --up, Mark
Pruiss turned in an excellent 200
backstroke for the gold,' and Jim
Janasko and Dave Shuster were
credited with victories in the 200
breaststroke and 200 vbutterfly
respectively--
"
r VX '
-
v-
-
Stan McDonald finished off an
outstanding weekend as a double
event winner, dominating both the
200 and 500 freestyles.
THIS WEEK IN SCOT AND SCOTTlfc 5FOKIS Atl IUN:
MEN'S BASKETBALL vs. Denison home Sati, Feb. 3; vsi y,
.
'
.Muskingum away Wed., Feb. 7. r '
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs. Cleveland State away Sat., Feb. 3;
vs. Kent State home Tues., Feb. 6. -
'- - i
INDOOR TRACK vs. Marietta and Ohio Wesleyan at Delaware
Fit, Feb. 2; vs. Ohio Northern and Denison at Denison Sat,
Feb. 3. ; ,-v- - .' "V:.'
SWIMMING vs. Wittenberg away Sat., Feb. 3. - ,
WRESTLING vs. Mt. Union and Malone at Canton Sat, Feb. 3.
Scot Thinclads Off to Good StartbyJimWukins
The
" going to help us this year." i
One such freshman was Earl
Wise of Alliance who came on
strong to finish second in his heat
of the 880 with a time of 2:06.5.
. Freshman John Johns was
fourth in his heat of the mile, but
his time of 4:36 improved upon his
lifetime best by five seconds.
. - PREPARE FOR: "
r.3nw:nT-LS.iT-c::ji- T
CT.Z-CSnT.U.lT-G-
.'iT
"."3i, . m-Ee?r.:3-FLE- M'Ci
NATL DENTAL BOARDS NURSING BOARDS
Floxlbfo Programs A Hours
Thrre 15 a difference!!!
For Wormatioa Plus Call: r - jrJfetlM.
371-003- 5 (collect) ( ) i""ZlLiwk ewr ihmu j sCleveland, Uhio 44118 (
Gust offl-27- 1) - .
Ask About Locals and Compacts
Outsidt N.Y. State Only CALL T0U FKEL 800-223-17- 82
Centers to Miler US Cltle Toronto, Puerto Rice and Lusno, Swlbtrland
been hampered much of the last .
two years by hamstring problems
showed what he can do when he's
healthy by winning his heat of the
440 "in 54.0. Sophomore Tim
Jackson won his heat of the 50 yd.
dash in 5.82. -
.
'
Wooster's lone other top placer
was junior Kon Austin" who
Junior Lou D'Angelo, who has captured the high" jump
EDUCATIONAL COfTEH
TEST PNeHT10M
SKCMUSTS SMCC t93S
competition with a jump of 6--4. His
brother Don had a fine jump of 20--8
,12 in the long jump.
"Some of . the times weren't
spectacular," Bean said, "But for ;
our first meet I think it was a good
start. ' -- . '. ;- -
. The Scots will : be busy this ;
weekendas they run against
Marietta and Ohio Wesleyan at
Wesleyan on Friday night then
travel to Denison on Saturday
.'. night to face Denison
.
and Ohio
Northern. -
BEAU. AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H
.
(JuM North CotI
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
: Dry Cleaning 8 4:15
